
 

 

RESPONSE TO BIDDER QUERIES 

FOR INVITATION TO BID: RFQ-081-2022 SUPPLY, DELIVERY, AND INSTALLATION OF 

PREFABRICATED CONTAINERS 

Question 1: Is the container’s main carcass black sheet? Is galvanized sheet requested? 

Answer 1: The main carcass shall be DKP sheet metal. 

 

Question 2: Bended 3mm thick sheet metal will be used instead of box profile in container corner 

posts. Is it suitable? 

Answer 2: Yes, it is suitable / acceptable alternative 

 

Question 3: The requested 15 mm OSB coating is not suitable for use in heavy traffic and wet volume 

containers, it would be healthier to use 16 mm thick fiber-cement /cement board (betopan) instead. 

Is it suitable? 

Answer 3: Yes, 15 mm OSB or 16 mm thick fiber-cement /cement board (betopan) options are both 

suitable. 

 

 

Question 4: 2 mm thick PVC floor suitable for heavy traffic use will be applied in dry volumes. Is it 

suitable?   

Answer 4: Yes, it is suitable / acceptable alternative 

 

Question 5: The requested 40mm eps insulated sandwich panel is suitable, but the building will be 

used in Adana and it is a hot city, we recommend the polyurethane insulated panel with a higher 

insulation value than eps. Please indicate your opinions. 

Answer 5: The requested 40mm eps insulated sandwich panel is suitable. 

  

Question 6: The specified box profile size is not suitable for the ceiling chassis frame, and a minimum 

special bend of 3mm thick sheet metal will be used. Is it suitable? 

Answer 6: Yes, specified box profile or 3mm thick sheet metal are both suitable. 

 

Question 7: Is the specified box profile dimension specified for the ceiling chassis frame or for the 

frame intermediate record carrier profiles?  

Answer 7: The specified box profile dimension is specified for the ceiling chassis frame. 

 

 



 

 

Question 8: Is the specified box profile dimension requested for the ceiling chassis frame or for a 

secondary roof truss on the container?  

Answer 8:  The specified box profile dimension is requested for the ceiling chassis frame. 

  

Question 9: Is the dimension requested as the internal wide space? 

Answer 9: The dimension requested is as per the technical drawings. 

 

Question 10: Is it appropriate to use 4+16+4mm in window glasses?  

Answer 10: Yes, it is appropriate. 

 

Question 11: Container carcass (frame) will be painted according to the RAL paint code to be sent to 

us. Is it suitable?  

Answer 11: Yes, it is suitable. 

 

Question 12: Interior and exterior sandwich panel walls are painted RAL 9002 on both surfaces. Is it 

suitable? 

Answer 12: Yes, it is suitable. 

  

Question 13: Is the specified description for the ceiling chassis carcass (frame)? Or does it apply to 

roofing? Or is it requested for a secondary roof?  

Answer 13: The specified description is for the ceiling chassis carcass. 

  

Question 14: We would like to confirm if International Bidders can bid for this business 

Answer 14: The tender is only open to companies who are locally registered in Turkiye, on the other 

hand, international companies can attend the tender through their local partners.  

 

Question 15: Can you specify the delivery location? 

Answer 15: The estimated delivery location is Adana; exact location will be shared with awarded 

vendor. 

 

 

Question 16: Rainwater discharge is free flowing from the short sides of the container ceiling chassis. 

Is it suitable?  

Answer 16: Yes, it is suitable. 


